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About This Game

Weaves of Fate is a unique and epic blend of isometric role playing and tactical strategy. In the far future, a demonic invasion
throughout all of time has been triggered as a result of humanity’s actions. With the timeline shattered and paradoxes cropping
up, the game follows multiple characters in different time periods as they deal with the resulting challenges and conflicts. As

fate’s weaves fall apart and the timeline fractures, the incarnations of reality decide to intervene. To preserve fate and destiny,
Death himself must become mortal and enter the human realm to fix things.

Key Features
- Level-up system: Make your heroes more powerful by upgrading their stats or unlocking new abilities and spells for them to

use in battle.
- Replayability: Replay levels for a better rating and extra upgrade points to spend on making heroes more powerful.

- Powerful abilities: Teleport your character around the battlefield and obliterate enemies with powerful spells.
- Deep and engaging story, spanning across multiple characters and time periods.
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Title: Weaves of Fate
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Tom Kingston
Publisher:
Tom Kingston
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 or later

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8GHz or equivalent processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card (64-bit)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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Just purchased the game and am absolutey enthralled with the music, themes, and difficulty settings. Expect to see my hours go
up on this review. Basically, the music selection is really well done, ranging from soothing ambient music, classical, pop, and
working itself up to hard-rock and some heavy dubstep. You can choose the various themes designed for the song or you can
select an easier to digest standard theme that doens't have all the flashing and the like. (It's also really good for practicing).
Furthermore, you can change the tempo of the song and if you look at the screen shots you'll see 4k mode. That's not the
resolution but in fact a setting for your keyboard. 4K is four fingers, two to each side. 6K is six fingers and is signicantly more
difficult. Either way I digress. The game is absolutely fun and the DLC and is excellent as well. Hope this helps!. Very
enjoyable extension to the base game, bringing cool new units and well put together missions.. At its current state, I would call it
an Alpha version.
People get stuck all the time. I built a building over a building. Destruction of buildings, doesn't seem to work. People don't see
the ressources in front of them ...

The gameplay is pretty confussing. The game is complex, but doesn't really explain anything. There are a lot of different
ressources and I have no idea, how to get most of them. I am not sure, what buildings, I should build. My people found an
artifact at the beginning and I don't know where I can find it.

There might be some potential, but at it's current state, I wouldn't recommend playing it.. This game is well produced featuring
an excellent UI and the environment and drums all look good.
But to be honest, don't buy this game if you are over 30 :). I think it's more suited for teens with very fast reflexes. It makes
Audio Shield feel like a game for the elderly. ;) Even the tutorial was too fast for me.
Also, I don't think you'll like the music if you're over 30. ;). Compared to Bai Qu, the illustrations of background and character
are improved, and the movement of storyboards gives players a better chance to experience the plots in this game. The storyline
follows Bai Qu, so the original characters give me a warm feeling.. Huge fan of the Rusty Lake series. Brings me back to the good
old days of point-n-click adventure games. I'm now deep into the lore and I can't wait to see what direction the story is going. No
problem at all putting down a few bucks for the new chapter.. Steer clear of this, ill change this if the devs reappear.

There has been no update or even a message on the forums for months.

TOTAL SCAM.. Sensi, anyone?. Play it. Love it. Loathe your own pitiful non space life afterwards :(

10/10
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This is a very bare bones boxing game. Nothing flashy. Just boxing. Which works for me. I dont really care for the story of
some guy and his crappy life. You train and win fights to develop your fighter.

The controls feel a bit sluggish and unresponsive at times. The HP of the fighters can often feel unmovable down to a certain
point which can drag the fights out. Not bad if youre doing 3 one minute rounds but to go 12 rounds at 3 minutes is a little mind
numbing.

Real Boxing allows for some customization of your fighter, however theyre often expensive. Money thats better spent on stat
increases rather than haircuts. I do like how the Quick Fights add to your bank account so you can jump on quick, play a few
fights and work towards helping your fighter be all he can be.

Other than the few minor gripes, the game is playable and easy to pickup. Especially for $5. Cant really go wrong there.

Oh and the fight commentator sounds like Jon Lovitz, so even that is enjoyable.. Man I am so glad this was part of season pass
or it would have been a 100% skip.

The "Not Recommend" ONLY applies to this DLC, Not the Game Itself.

it is an odd Grind based DLC within a semi grind Game.. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. Guys, I just finished the first
two routes and I gotta say, in my opinion, the humor in this game is top tier. don't let the low reviews fool you, this is a hidden
gem of a VN. it's also cool how after the first two routes, you switch protagonists and take over as the original's best friend, who
is also one of the best bros I've ever seen in a VN. The translation was very very good, I probably only found two or three
mistakes so far but they were very minor. in short, if you are a fan of these types of VN's I would definitely recommend this
giving it a 9\/10.. This game sat in my Library as I waited for its continuation... which leads me to my negative review. Although
I enjoyed what I played, I really can\u2019t recommend this game until \u201cAct 2\u201d comes along. There were a lot of
positives, including the atmosphere, humorous dialogue, a good story with fairly good characters, cool surreal dream sequences,
and the Shove Ha'Penny mini-game that (I guess since it was tweaked) was a lot of fun.

The negatives though outweighed all those for me. The control was very fiddly and picky, so you had to repeat a lot of
actions\/dialogue because you didn\u2019t click the precise pixel. Also the timing of the arm wrestling was really irritating,
much more than the ha\u2019penny game. I could overlook all that but not the frustration of being left hanging without any
resolution of the plot - especially since it\u2019s a murder mystery! So as interesting as it was, it became just a pointless time-
waster.. Nice game like small Quake arena on VR.. The fireworks part is really nice to watch and to play with. The indoor
fireplace scene where it rains outdoor is too complex and juddery on my GTX 780Ti GPU. This scene needs some optimization.
The other two landscape scenes are relatively bland and would require higher res textures and details to be really enjoyable.
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